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Abstract
UAM-Azcapotzalco
Division of Basic Sciences and Engineering
Master in Process Engineering
SIMULATION OF THE SPATIAL Ca2+ DYNAMICS IN CARDIAC CELLS
by Hugo Enrique ROMERO CAMPOS
It is well known that mitochondrial metabolism is linked to Ca2+ dynamics in a complex
manner. This relation underlies on the capacity of mitochondria to uptake, release and
storage Ca2+ as well as on the activation of the energetic metabolism by mitochondrial
Ca2+. In cardiomyocytes (cardiac cells) this interplay becomes very important because
of both the high energy demand (tissue-characteristic) and the regulation of excitation-
contraction coupling by Ca2+. Ca2+ dynamics and mitochondrial metabolism has been
defined as a key issue in cardiac physiology and pathology. However, experimental
methods have strong limitations due to the difficulties in measuring dynamic mitochon-
drial Ca2+ in the intricated cellular structure of cardiomyocytes, leading to controversial
experimental results.
In the present project the relationship between Ca2+ dynamics and mitochondrial
metabolism was addressed by modelling and simulation approach. Since in cardiomy-
ocytes, Ca2+ increases are highly heterogeneous due to the cell structure, spatial aspects
are considered as a main aspect. In fact, the working hypothesis is that the location of
mitochondria with respect to Ca2+ channels plays a crucial role in determining the ki-
netics of Ca2+ changes and metabolism.
As a first step, a previous model that properly describes the coupling between Ca2+
signalling and mitochondrial metabolism in a non-excitable cells (Wacquier et al., 2016)
was used as a base to develop a new mitochondrial model (MM) able to account for the
particular features of mitochondria in cardiac cells.
In a second step, a compartmental modelling approach was used to account for the
spatial aspects, so a coupled model (CM) was developed with the MM inside a model
of a human ventricular myocyte (Grandi, Pasqualini, and Bers, 2010).
Finally, the whole new model was used to prove that mitochondrial position has
significant effect on Ca2+ dynamics and mitochondrial metabolism through the design
of three scenarios corresponding to particular distributions and interactions between
mitochondria and other intracellular compartments of the cardiac cell model.
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SIMULACIÓN DE LA DINÁMICA ESPACIAL DE Ca2+
EN CÉLULAS CARDIACAS
por Hugo Enrique ROMERO CAMPOS
En años recientes se ha verificado que el metabolismo mitocondrial y la dinámica
de Ca2+ se encuentran acoplados de forma compleja, lo cual se debe a la capacidad de
la mitocondria de captar, almacenar y liberar iones Ca2+, así como a la activación del
metabolismo energético por el Ca2+ mitocondrial. En los cardiomiocitos (células car-
diacas), la alta demanda energética y la regulación del Ca2+ sobre el acople excitación-
contracción, vuelven determinante la interrelación entre los procesos antes menciona-
dos. Incluso, el problema de la dinámica de Ca2+ y el metabolismo mitocondrial se
ha definido como uno de los campos centrales en la fisiología y patología cardiacas.
En este sentido, los métodos experimentales han enfrentado grandes dificultades para
medir Ca2+ mitocondrial dinámico dentro de la estructura celular de los cardiomiocitos,
lo que ha llevado a resultados experimentales controversiales.
En el presente trabajo, la relación entre la dinámica de Ca2+ y el metabolismo mi-
tocondrial se abordó mediante un enfoque de modelado y simulación. Además, dado
que los cardiomiocitos presentan incrementos de Ca2+ altamente heterogéneos, por su
estructura celular, la investigación se centró en el aspecto espacial. Así, la hipótesis
de investigación es que, en los miocitos cardiacos, la localización de la mitocondria
con respecto al espacio diádico determina los cambios en la dinámica de calcio y el
metabolismo mitocondrial.
En una primera etapa, se utilizó un modelo recientemente publicado (Wacquier et
al., 2016) que describe la interrelación entre la señalización del Ca2+ y el metabolismo
mitocondrial en células no excitables para desarrollar un modelo mitocondrial (MM)
capaz de reproducir las características particulares de la mitocondria en las células car-
diacas.
En la segunda etapa se utilizó un enfoque de modelado compartamental con el fin
de tomar en cuenta los aspectos espaciales, y se obtuvo un modelo acoplado (CM) inte-
grado por el MM y un modelo de miocito ventricular humano (Grandi, Pasqualini, and
Bers, 2010).
Finalmente, el nuevo modelo integral se utilizó para demostrar que la posición de la
mitocondria tiene un efecto significativo en la dinámica del Ca2+ y el metabolismo mito-
condrial, lo anterior se realizó mediante el análisis de tres escenarios que corresponden
distribuciones e interacciones particulares entre la mitocondria y los compartimentos
intracelulares del modelo de célula cardiaca.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Importance of Ca2+ in cardiac cells
Calcium ion (Ca2+) is one of the most important intracellular messengers in mammalians
because it controls vital physiological functions such as secretion, contraction, tran-
scription and metabolism. This is possible because of its physical and chemical proper-
ties that make it an excellent ligand of several intracellular receptors (mostly proteins).
Moreover, it possess more sensitivity to spatial and temporal changes in concentration
than other ions in the body (Na+, K+, Mg2+) (Fedrizzi, Lim, and Carafoli, 2008; Blaustein,
1985; Bootman, Lipp, and Berridge, 2001).
A cell type in which Ca2+ has a key role is the cardiac cell (myocyte), which is the
specialized muscle cell of the heart. The internal structure of myocytes is analogue to the
skeletal muscle, that is, it contains contractile units denominated sarcomeres, which are
constituted by specialized proteins such as actin, myosin, tropomyosin, and troponin.
The interaction between the first two is the base of the contraction, while the latter two
are responsible of the regulation of this phenomenon. Particularly, contraction occurs
when there is an increase in cytosolic Ca2+ which binds to troponin, generating a con-
formational change in this protein, and consequently in tropomyosin. This leads to
contraction via coupling of actin and myosin filaments (Barnett, 2005; Klabunde, 2007).
The process involving the increase in cytosolic Ca2+ and the consequent contraction
is denominated Excitation-Contraction Coupling (ECC). The term excitation refers to
an external stimulus that leads to the increase of intracellular Ca2+ concentration. In the
case of myocytes, the stimulus is an action potential1 coming from the sinoatrial nodule
(Bakker and Rijen, 2010; Laske and Iaizzo, 2005). Once Ca2+ ions enter into the myocyte,
several regulation mechanisms generate a highly-organized temporal and spatial dis-
tribution of Ca2+. Some examples of these mechanisms are channels, exchangers and
pumps. In myocytes, the interaction between the ECC and the mitochondrial function
is vital for the proper functioning of the heart (Kohlhaas and Maack, 2013; Maack and
O’Rourke, 2007).
In cardiac myocytes, the cytosol surrounds the contractile units which occupy the
major part of cardiac muscle. Moreover, the cellular membrane folds inside these fi-
bres as T tubules (transversal tubules), which permit an effective interaction between
1This action potential (AP) is also called electric pulse, and is a wave of electrical discharge that travels
along the cell membrane modifying the distribution of electric charges.
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FIGURE 1.1: Regulation mechanisms of intracellular Ca2+ in excitation-
contraction coupling and mitochondrial energy metabolism. SR, sar-
coplasmic reticulum; SERCA, SR Ca2+ ATPase; Mito, mitochondria; TCA,
tricarboxylic acid cycle; RC, respiratory chain; ∆Ψm, mitochondrial mem-
brane potential; NCE, mitochondrial Na+/Ca2+-exchanger; NHE, mito-
chondrial Na+/H+-exchanger; NKA, sarcolemmal Na+/K+-ATPase; NCX,
sarcolemmal Na+/Ca2+-exchanger; RyR2, ryanodine receptor type 2;
mCU, mitochondrial Ca2+ uniporter; INa and ICa, currents of voltage
gated Na+ and Ca2+-channels, respectively (Maack and O’Rourke, 2007).
extracellular space and cytosol (Barnett, 2005; Bers, 2002). The regulation of ECC and
mitochondrial metabolism by the Ca2+ transport mechanisms in a region close to the T
tubule, is illustrated in Figure 1.1. ECC and mitochondrial metabolism are coupled for
two reasons. The first reason is that both are regulated by the temporal and spatial dy-
namics of Ca2+, in particular, mitochondria possess mechanisms to uptake and release
Ca2+, and it also works as a store of this ion (similar to endoplasmic reticulum), so that
these facts modify the cytosolic Ca2+ dynamics (Dedkova and Blatter, 2013). The second
reason is that the high energy demand of ECC as ATP, is supplied primarily by oxidative
phosphorylation2 which is a mitochondrial inherent process. It is important to note that
mitochondrial Ca2+ dynamics stimulates ATP synthesis via activation of ATP synthase
and some key dehydrogenases in Krebs cycle (Bers, 2008; Maack and O’Rourke, 2007).
Although the study of the system described above is feasible by experimental meth-
ods, a modelling and simulation approach is particularly useful and interesting for sev-
eral reasons: it allows to analyse the parts of the system which contribute to a specific
response of interest; it permits to elucidate underlying phenomena that experimental
2ATP (adenosine triphosphate) synthesis from ADP (adenosine diphosphate) and Pi (inorganic phos-
phorus) coupled with electron transfer from the reduced equivalents NADH and FADH2 obtained in gly-
colysis and Krebs cycle.
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data do not explicitly show; and it enables to propose and verify hypotheses which us-
ing experimental methods would be impossible or very expensive. In the same vein, it
is important to recognize that a modelling and simulation approach does not exclude
the experimental part, but on the contrary, uses it to verify whether the model reflects
the known experimental facts and to prove which model improves the consistency of
such observations (Kell and Knowles, 2006; Wolkenhauer, 2014).
1.2 The reaction-diffusion approach
Ca2+ dynamics can be modelled as a reactive system or as a reaction-diffusion system. In
any case, stiff mathematical models are obtained because of the regulating and feedback
mechanisms of Ca2+ and some other parts of the system. The contrast between the two
system models is clear when it is noted that, the first assume spatial homogeneity, while
the second takes into account the inherent heterogeneity of the system. In mathematical
terms, the modelling of reactive systems leads to a nonlinear system of ordinary differ-
ential equations, while the modelling of reaction-diffusion systems leads to a nonlinear
system of partial differential equations (Table 1.1) (Conrad and Tyson, 2006; Keener and
Keizer, 2002).
TABLE 1.1: Two different approaches for Ca2+ dynamics modelling.
Approach Mathematical problem to solve
Reactive System accum. = input− output+ generation− consumption
(time variable) Initial value problem
dXi(t)
dt = Fi(X1, X2, . . . , Xn, p1, p2, . . . , pm) ; i = 1, 2, . . . , n
With initial condition, {X1(0), X2(0), . . . , Xn(0)}
Where pj ; j = 1, 2, . . . ,m, are parameters of the model
Reaction-Diffusion System accum. = diffusion+ in.− out.+ gen.− cons.
(space-time variables) Boundary value problem
∂Xi(r,t)
dt = ∇ · (Di∇Xi) + Fi(X1, X2, . . . , Xn, p1, p2, . . . , pm)
With boundary cond. of Dirichlet, Neumann, etc. type
Where pj , are parameters of the model
The mathematical problems in Table 1.1 can be solved by analytical or numerical
methods. However, the conditions under which analytical solutions are available are
not common in models that represent cell regulation mechanisms. The complexity of the
differential equation systems describing the temporal evolution and spatial distribution
of Ca2+ is such that it is hard even using computational simulation studies (Conrad and
Tyson, 2006). It is noteworthy that there is a wide range of computational software to
implement models of reactive systems or reaction-diffusion systems for biological ap-
plications, some of which can be consulted in Szallasi, Stelling, and Periwal, 2006 and
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in Ridgway, Broderick, and Ellison, 2006.
For cardiac myocytes, modelling studies need to make a balance between the ne-
cessity of a study of Ca2+ dynamics through the reaction-diffusion approach due to
the great spatial heterogeneity generated by Ca2+ regulation mechanisms (Keener and
Sneyd, 2008; Thul et al., 2015), and the costly computational work to solve the boundary
value problem. For the purpose of this thesis, our interest is centred in the fact that the
region of the steeper gradients and the dyadic cleft (in myocytes) can be properly mod-
elled using a compartmental model, which in the field of Ca2+ modelling is referred as
microdomains (Dupont et al., 2016; Hake and Lines, 2008).
1.3 Compartmental modelling
A compartmental model consists of interconnected chambers among which the interest-
ing substances move. Also, it is assumed that the concentration of each specie is uniform
within every compartment because of instant mixing (Enderle, 2011). Although this
kind of models seem to be not very rigorous in describing realistic mechanistic features,
it has been proved that they can be developed to levels (microdomains) to achieve it
(Bassingthwaighte et al., 2012). In this regard, many successful works about modelling a
ventricular myocyte underlie on that approach, which is also known as “common-pool”
model (Winslow et al., 2011). As expected, compartmental models are reactive-like sys-
tems, because they lead to a nonlinear system of ordinary differential equations, but
in contrast, the common-pool method takes spatial inhomogeneities into account and
avoids having to simulate the very steep concentration gradients existing at the mouth
of the Ca2+ channels, which are computationally very expensive, while providing a real-
ist description of physiology (Dupont et al., 2016). In the present work, a compartmen-
tal model has been used to study the effect of mitochondrial position in determining the
Ca2+ dynamics of ventricular myocytes.
5Chapter 2
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2.1 Modelling intracellular Ca2+ dynamics
and energy metabolism
Modelling Ca2+ dynamics began more than three decades ago with models whose aim
was to reproduce and explain the oscillatory intracellular patterns of Ca2+ (Goldbeter,
Dupont, and Berridge, 1990). At the beginning the “well-mixed cell models” were de-
veloped, where the cell is considered as a set of compartments representing organelles
and cytosol within which the concentration of any specie is homogeneous. In this ap-
proach, Ca2+ fluxes through channels, pumps and exchangers, are described by empir-
ical or semiempirical equations obtained via experimental kinetics (Keener and Sneyd,
2008).
The rapid development of experimental procedures to study molecular components
of Ca2+ regulation mechanisms and the evident necessity of taking into account spatial
heterogeneities in biological systems led to the construction of more complex models
and to analyse the inherent reaction-diffusion process in these systems (Amundson and
Clapham, 1993; Thul et al., 2008). Recently, the study of phenomena which are naturally
coupled via Ca2+ signalling such as stimulus-secretion coupling, transcription regula-
tion, excitation-contraction coupling, energy metabolism among others has been possi-
ble thanks to the high specialization of experimental methodologies and the possibility
of solving more complex mathematical and computational models via computational
implementation. Particularly, Winslow et al., 2011 presented a comprehensive review
of the models that coupled processes like ECC and mitochondrial energy metabolism
via Ca2+ dynamics in cardiac myocytes.
In recent years, it has been verified that mitochondrial metabolism is not coupled
with Ca2+ dynamics in a simple manner, that is, it can greatly modify Ca2+ dynamics
thanks to its capacity of uptake, release and storage of this ion (Rizzuto et al., 2012; Sz-
abadkai and Duchen, 2008). On the other hand, studies of Ca2+ as an activator of energy
metabolism in the ATP synthesis pathway have shown that it has a key role in the en-
ergy supply capacity of mitochondria (Denton, 2009; Griffiths and Rutter, 2009; Tarasov,
Griffiths, and Rutter, 2012). Particularly, in cardiac myocytes the interplay between Ca2+
dynamics and mitochondrial metabolism becomes very important because of both, high
energy demand and Ca2+ regulation of ECC. Even O’Rourke and Blatter, 2009 described
the problem of Ca2+ dynamics and mitochondrial metabolism as a key issue in cardiac
physiology and pathology, and they discussed how experimental methods utilized to
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address the problem resulted in controversial data.
Based on the above description, modelling and simulation approaches arise as an al-
ternative to elucidate the underlying mechanisms of Ca2+ dynamics and mitochondrial
metabolism.
2.2 A mitochondrial model
The model reported by Wacquier et al., 2016 is able to reproduce the comprehensive
Ca2+ dynamics within HeLa cells (Figure 2.1), focusing on the stimulation of mitochon-
drial metabolism by mitochondrial Ca2+. Wacquier’s model (WM) consists of seven
ordinary differential equations for the concentration of cytosolic Ca2+ (Cac), mitochon-
drial Ca2+ (Cam), the fraction of inactivated IP3 receptors (IP3R), mitochondrial NADH
(NADH), mitochondrial ADP (ADPm), cytosolic ADP (ADPc) and the mitochondrial
membrane potential (MMP); and four conservation equations for the total Ca2+ in the
cell, mitochondrial NADH, and the total adenine nucleotides in both mitochondria and
cytosol (Table 2.1). These latter equations come from the fact that the system can be
modelled as a closed system due to the short time scales investigated (Wacquier et al.,
2016).
FIGURE 2.1: Schematic representation of mitochondrial model of Wac-
quier et al., 2016.
The full expression of the fluxes and the model parameters are in Appendix A. In
Figure 2.2 are the Ca2+ dynamics in cytosol (c), endoplasmic reticulum (r) and mitochon-
dria (m) simulated by WM under a stimulation by IP3 (first 500 seconds) and without a
stimulation (second 500 seconds).
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FIGURE 2.2: Temporal evolution of Ca2+ in cytosol (blue), mitochon-
dria (red) and endoplasmic reticulum (purple), under a stimulated (IP3=
1µM ) and a non-stimulated situation (IP3= 0.01µM ).
The oscillatory behaviour shown in Figure 2.2 (for time below 500s), is mainly due
to the biphasic regulation of the IP3 receptors at low and high cytosolic Ca2+ under stim-
ulation. A deep analysis of the oscillations lets notice that a release of Cam leads to the
increase in Cac and the replenishment of endoplasmic reticulum. The rise in Cac stimu-
lates the IP3R provoking a great release of Ca2+ from endoplasmic reticulum while Cam
increases. Then, in agreement with experimental data (Ishii, Hirose, and Iino, 2006), it is
possible to prove that mitochondria play a key role in shaping the whole Ca2+ dynamics
via modelling and simulation (Wacquier et al., 2016; Wacquier et al., 2017). On the other
hand, in the absence of stimulus (time above 500s), the system reaches a non-oscillatory
steady state, and the values of Ca2+ in each compartment are in accordance with quies-
cent conditions from different cell types (Babcock et al., 1997; Boyman et al., 2014; De
Marchi et al., 2014).
It is worth noticing that WM is very stiff (see Appendix B), thus the numerical
method used to integrate it was backward differentiation formula (BDF) of variable-
step, and the maximum step size was defined as 0.1s, which represents the maximum
size of a single step used.
2.3 A compartmental model lacking mitochondria
To take into account the crucial spatial aspects of cardiac cells, it was proposed to use the
compartmental model of Grandi, Pasqualini, and Bers, 2010. That work was originally
proposed as a tool to investigate the excitation-contraction coupling (ECC) and the repo-
larization phenomenon in a single myocyte. This model was based on the previously one
developed by Shannon et al., 2004 for rabbit ventricular myocytes, but Grandi’s model
(GM) accounts for recent experimental data from human ventricular myocytes. Among
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other important phenomena, GM is able to reproduce the human ventricular action po-
tential and the Ca2+ transients in cytosol, subsarcolemmal space3 and dyadic cleft (also
called junctional cleft). Thus, this model provides a proper approximation of the differ-
ent levels of Ca2+ within the cell, so it is suitable for investigating the hypothesis of this
project.
The cellular structure considered by GM consists of four compartments (Figure 2.3),
junctional cleft (j, dark green), subsarcolemmal space (s, light green), sarcoplasmic retic-
ulum (r, purple) and bulk cytosol (c, light blue). The volume corresponding to each
compartment is 0.0539%, 2%, 3.5% and 65% of the cell volume (33pL), respectively. The
differential equations in GM include the change in membrane potential, the gating vari-
ables of the ion channels, and the intracellular ion concentrations; in total they are 38.
In Table 2.2, the Na+ and Ca2+ differential equations in each compartment are pointed
out, while the full expression of the fluxes and the model parameters are in Grandi,
Pasqualini, and Bers, 2010.
(A) (B)
FIGURE 2.3: (A) Schematic representation of the four compartments in
the cellular structure considered by the model of Grandi, Pasqualini, and
Bers, 2010. (B) Direction of Ca2+ fluxes among compartments.
In Figure 2.4, the pattern of each ion current during the action potential is shown,
and the differential equation describing the membrane potential (shown in the bottom
right panel) is V˙ = (Itot − Iapp); where Iapp is the current applied, that is, the depolar-
ization coming from the sinoatrial nodule, and Itot is the sum of all ion currents. It is
worth noticing that this latter current shapes the cardiac action potential (see Figure 2.5
and Figure 2.4). Finally, to highlight the behaviour of Ca2+ in each compartment of GM,
in Figure 2.6 is shown the simulation of these concentrations as in Grandi, Pasqualini,
and Bers, 2010.
3Subsarcolemmal space is the region just under the sarcolemmal membrane that is not in front of the
RyR channels (sarcoplasmic reticulum), thus it is not part of the dyadic cleft.
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It is worth noticing that as in WM, the numerical method used to integrate GM was
backward differentiation formula (BDF) of variable-step, also due to the stiffness of the
system of differential equations (see Appendix B), but in this case, the maximum step
size was defined as 0.1ms.
FIGURE 2.4: Contribution of each ion current to the action potential shape
(bottom right).
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FIGURE 2.5: Derivative of the membrane potential calculated through its
differential equation over the range of the cardiac action potential. Inset:
zoom between 0 and 350ms with plot range equal to [-10,5]. See also 2.4
for comparison with the membrane potential behaviour.
FIGURE 2.6: Kinetics of cytosolic (c), junctional (j) and subsarcolemmal
(s) Ca2+ during the cardiac action potential; simulations using the model
of Grandi, Pasqualini, and Bers, 2010.
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Chapter 3
Project approach
3.1 Hypothesis
The spatial location of mitochondria plays a crucial role in Ca2+ dynamics and mito-
chondrial metabolism in cardiac cells.
3.2 Justification
Regulation mechanisms of intracellular Ca2+ in cardiac myocytes generate a highly or-
ganized spatial and temporal dynamics on which underlies excitation-contraction cou-
pling and regulation of mitochondrial energy metabolism. All these are vital processes
for the proper functioning of the heart.
Interplay between Ca2+ dynamics and mitochondrial metabolism in cardiac myocytes
has been studied for several years through experimental methods. However, results are
still controversial. Thus, an alternative to elucidate the underlying mechanisms of this
phenomenon is a modelling and simulation approach.
In addition, studying of the reaction-diffusion process on a cardiac myocyte region
including mitochondria and dyadic cleft is challenging even through computational im-
plementation. This is because of the regulation mechanisms of Ca2+, which lead to stiff
mathematical models whose complexity increases notably when the inherent hetero-
geneity of the system is considered.
Finally, some cardiac pathologies are clearly related to alterations in ATP produc-
tion. However, dynamic measurements of the production of ATP by mitochondria are
technically difficult to realize. Thus, modelling can provide a useful tool to support ex-
perimental investigations on the origins of these pathologies.
Based on the above, the development of a computational model to study Ca2+ dy-
namics on a two-dimensional region of cardiac myocyte is really interesting. The aim of
our modelling approach is to evaluate the changes in Ca2+ dynamics and mitochondrial
metabolism when mitochondria is located at different distances from the dyadic cleft.
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3.3 Aims
3.3.1 General aim
To develop a model of the spatial Ca2+ dynamics that allows the study of its participa-
tion on the mitochondrial metabolism in cardiac cells.
3.3.2 Specific aims
[1] To propose a model of Ca2+ dynamics in cardiac cells.
[2] To solve numerically the proposed model through comparmental modelling ap-
proach.
[3] To evaluate if mitochondrial position modifies Ca2+ dynamics and mitochondrial
metabolism.
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3.4 Project steps
In Figure 2.5, the block diagram of the procedure to reach the aims is shown. In the first
two steps an adequate spatiotemporal model of Ca2+ dynamics in cardiac cells will be
developed, while in the latest, the computational study of the interplay between Ca2+
dynamics and mitochondrial metabolism will be performed.
FIGURE 3.1: Project steps.
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Chapter 4
Results
4.1 The mitochondrial model
4.1.1 Modelling Ca2+ signalling
To obtain the results about Ca2+ signalling, WM was implemented as reported in Chap-
ter 2. Once it was completed, it was necessary to take into account the particular features
of mitochondria in cardiomyocytes. In Table 4.1 the principal mechanisms of mitochon-
drial Ca2+ influx and efflux in this cell type are presented and briefly described. It is
important to notice that there are some other mechanisms proposed to play a role in mi-
tochondrial Ca2+ regulation, but most of the them are not well established; more details
could be find in Dedkova and Blatter, 2013.
WM accounts for MCU and mNCX, and it also has a leak current proposed to play
a low conductance mPTP-like mechanism, which is a channel of the inner mitochon-
drial membrane operating in two distinct physiological pathways: the Ca2+ signalling
during life (at its low conductance state), and the Ca2+-dependent cell death (at its high
conductance state) (Bernardi and Di Lisa, 2015; Ichas and Mazat, 1998). Finally, the two
remaining mechanisms, that is, RaM and mRyR1, are not considered in this project be-
cause the first one is unlikely to be active at normal Ca2+ levels into cell and the second
one is still matter of discussion.
The usage of WM was intended to reproduce the experimental results of Sedova,
Dedkova, and Blatter, 2006. In that work, the authors used a pressure-ejection system
through which they were able to impose cytosolic Ca2+ transients in permeabilized ven-
tricular myocytes, finally they followed the dynamic of mitochondrial Ca2+. Equations
2.2, 2.4 and 2.7 (see Table 2.1) of WM were used for modelling mitochondrial Ca2+ home-
ostasis of cardiomyocytes, and its necessary modifications are described below.
• The first modification was the particular volume of each organelle in cardiomy-
ocytes. It is taken into account through the volume ratio between mitochondria
and cytosol. In this sense, an interesting characteristic of cardiomyocytes is its larger
mitochondrial volume in comparison with other cell types Fieni et al., 2012. In Ta-
ble 4.2, the parameters of Ca2+ fluxes involved in this modification are expressed
in terms of cytosolic volume aiming to be properly scaled using the real volume
of each compartment from cardiomyocytes in further applications.
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TABLE 4.1: Main mechanisms of mitochondrial Ca2+ influx and efflux.
Mechanism Observations Reference
MCU
This mechanism of Ca2+ uptake called Mitochondrial
Calcium Uniporter uses the electrochemical gradient
of mitochondrial membrane as motive force, and has
several positive and negative modulators (e.g. ade-
nine nucleotides). In addition, this is the most studied
influx manner and extensively accepted as the main
mechanism controlling the influx of Ca2+ into mito-
chondria.
Baughman
et al., 2011;
Dedkova and
Blatter, 2008
RaM
The rapid mode of Ca2+ uptake is several times faster
than MCU, but is inactive at extra-mitochondrial Ca2+
concentrations above 100nM. That plus the fact that
RaM requires between 60 and 90 seconds for total re-
covery, suggest that RaM does not play a key role for
mitochondrial Ca2+ homeostasis in cardiomyocytes un-
der normal conditions.
Bazil and
Dash, 2011;
Buntinas
et al., 2001
mRyR1
This influx mechanism has been proposed to be cru-
cial as a fast mode of Ca2+ uptake within physiological
Ca2+ concentrations (µM) with a bell shaped depen-
dence on cytosolic Ca2+ and it is characterized by hav-
ing similar properties as the ryanodine receptor type 1
(RyR1) found in the ER membrane of skeletal muscles.
Beutner et al.,
2005; Ryu et
al., 2010
mNCX
Although several Na+-dependent and -independent
mechanisms of Ca2+ efflux have been proposed, it is
well established that the also called mNCLX is the
main extruder of Ca2+ from mitochondria. This is
an electrogenic Na+-Ca2+ exchanger depending on the
concentration of both ions and on the MMP.
Beutner et al.,
2005; Ryu et
al., 2010
• The second modification comes from the fact that the system cannot longer be
considered closed due to the cell permeabilization presented in Sedova, Dedkova,
and Blatter, 2006. Then, Equation 4.1 (Table 4.3) reproduces the square-wave Ca2+
pulses imposed by the pressure-ejection system described above. In this function,
Caba is the basal cytosolic Ca2+ level, Camax represents de amplitude of the pulse,
H is the heaviside function, ton is the duration of the Ca2+ pulse and mod is the
modulo function whose variables are time and the period of the square-wave (τ ).
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For Equations 4.2-4.4, the volumes are those from the cell compartments in a ven-
tricular myocyte (Grandi, Pasqualini, and Bers, 2010), and the fluxes parameters
are in agreement to flux balance in Table 4.2. However, it is important to notice
that JMCU and JNCX had to be further modified.
TABLE 4.3: Equations for describing cardiac mitochondria.
Variable Equation Number
Cyt. Ca2+ Cac = Caba + (Camax − Caba)H(ton −mod(t, τ)) (4.1)
Mit. Ca2+ dCamdt = fm(JMCU − JNCX + Jx)Vc/Vm (4.2)
Mit. NADH dNADHdt = (JPDH − JO + JAGC)Vc/Vm (4.3)
MMP dVm
dt
= 1
Cp
(a1 · JO − JHleakVm/Vc − JNCX − 2 · JMCU − 2 · Jx − JAGC)Vc/Vm (4.4)
• The third modification is related to the magnitude of the MCU flux, which has
been reported to be much smaller in myocytes than in other cell types (Fieni et
al., 2012; Williams et al., 2013). In order to keep the original expression of WM for
MCU flux, it was contrasted versus the equation proposed by Williams et al., 2013,
which fits to several experimental data (see Table C.1). It was found that MCU flux
expression of WM can account for the behaviour described by Equation B.1 when
modifying the affinity of MCU to Ca2+ (parameters K1 and K2) and by decreasing
the density of MCU expression in cardiac cells through VMCU parameter (see Fig-
ure C.1); these changes are in agreement with the findings of Paillard et al., 2017.
In addition, the MCU flux expression of WM has been successfully used to model
myocytes MCU flux (Wacquier et al., 2017).
• The last modification was the usage of the original JNCX expression from Cortassa
et al., 2003 because of both the presence of Na+ as an explicit variable in the fol-
lowing simulations and the inaccurate of the JNCX expression from Wacquier et al.,
2016 in broad ranges of Cam.
4.1.2 Validation
In Table 4.4 are the values for each parameter of the mitochondrial model (MM) for
reproducing the experimental results of Sedova, Dedkova, and Blatter, 2006.
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TABLE 4.4: Meaning and value of mitochondrial model parameters.
Parameter Definition Value Reference
a1
Scaling factor between NADH consumption and
change in membrane voltage 20 Wacquier et al., 2016
bNCX Vm dependence of NCX 0.5 Cortassa et al., 2003
Cp
Mitochondrial inner membrane capacitance divided
by F 1.8
µM
mV
Bertram et al., 2006
δ
Volumic ratio between the mito, and the cytosol in
WM 0.0733 Bertram et al., 2006
F Faraday constant 96480 C
mol
NA
fm
Fraction of free over buffer-bound Ca2+ in
mitochondria 0.00017 This work
K1
Dissociation constant for Ca2+ translocation by the
MCU 21µM This work
K2 Dissociation constant for MCU activation by Ca2+ 1.33µM This work
KAGC Dissociation constant of Ca2+ from AGC 0.14µM Contreras et al., 2007
kGLY Velocity of glycolysis (empirical) 450
µM
s
Bertram et al., 2006
ko Rate constant of NADH oxidation by ETC 600µMs Bertram et al., 2006
kx
Rate constant of bidirectional Ca2+ leak from
mitochondria 5.9 ·10
−4/s Wacquier et al., 2016
KNa Affinity constant of NCX to Na+ 9.4mM Cortassa et al., 2003
KCa Affinity constant of NCX to Ca2+ 0.375µM Cortassa et al., 2003
L
Allosteric equilibrium constant for uniporter
conformations 50
Magnus and Keizer,
1998
NADT
Total concentration of mitochondrial pyridine
nucleotides 250µM Wacquier et al., 2016
p1 Voltage dependence coefficient of MCU activity 0.1/mV Wacquier et al., 2016
p2 Voltage dependence coefficient of NCX activity 0.016/mV Wacquier et al., 2016
p3 Voltage dependence coefficient of calcium leak 0.05/mV Wacquier et al., 2016
p4 Voltage dependence coefficient of AGC activity 0.01/mV Wacquier et al., 2016
q1
Michaelis-Menten-like constant for NAD+
consumption by the Krebs cycle 1 Bertram et al., 2006
q2 S0.5 value for activation the Krebs cycle by Ca2+ 0.1µM Wacquier et al., 2016
qx
S0.5 value for value for indirect inhibition of the AGC
by cytosolic Ca2+ 0.1µM Wacquier et al., 2016
Continue
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Table 4.4: Meaning and value of mitochondrial model parameters.
Parameter Definition Value Reference
q3
Michaelis-Menten constant for NADH consumption
by the ETC 100µM Bertram et al., 2006
q4 Voltage dependence coefficient 1 of ETC activity 177mV Bertram et al., 2006
q5 Voltage dependence coefficient 2 of ETC activity 5mV Bertram et al., 2006
q9 Voltage dependence of the proton leak 2 µMs·mV Bertram et al., 2006
q10 Rate constant of the voltage-independent proton leak −30µMs Bertram et al., 2006
R Perfect gas constant 8315 mJ
mol·K NA
T Temperature 310.16K NA
VAGC
Rate constant of NADH production via
malate-aspartate shuttle 25
µM
s
Wacquier et al., 2016
VMCU Rate constant of the MCU
1.5 ·
10−5 µM
s
This work
VNCX Rate constant of the NCX 4.4
µM
s
Bertram et al., 2006
In a first step, a code for simulating the experiment of imposed cytosolic Ca2+ tran-
sients through the pressure-ejection system described in the previous section was made.
As shown in Figure 4.1, mitochondria slowly integrate Cac spiking, which is in agree-
ment with the findings of Sedova, Dedkova, and Blatter, 2006 and others (see Dedkova
and Blatter, 2013).
FIGURE 4.1: Slowly integration of Cac spiking by mitochondria. τ =
2s, ton = 0.5s, Nac = 20mM . Reproduction of Figure 6C from Sedova,
Dedkova, and Blatter, 2006.
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In a next step, the dependence of Cam on the duration and frequency of Cac tran-
sients (Sedova, Dedkova, and Blatter, 2006) was validated (Figure 4.2). As in experi-
mental results, the kinetic of mitochondrial calcium uptake is strongly related to both
duration and frequency of the imposed cytosolic calcium spikes. As duration time in-
creases, integrated mitochondrial calcium increases too, while the dependence on fre-
quency is analogue (notice that in Figure 4.2B, the label of the series indicates the period,
that is, the inverse of frequency). Even, the minor integration of Ca2+ at ton = 0.2s and
f = 0.25Hz → τ = 4s, or f = 0.25Hz → τ = 4s and ton = 0.5s (Sedova, Dedkova, and
Blatter, 2006), was properly simulated (Figure 4.2).
(A) (B)
FIGURE 4.2: Effect of duration and frequency of Cac transients on mi-
tochondrial calcium uptake. (A) Effect of changing the duration ton of
Cac transients at constant frequency, f = 0.5Hz → τ = 2s. (B) Effect of
changing the frequency (or period τ ) of Cac transients at constant dura-
tion, ton = 0.5s. In all cases, Nac = 20mM . Reproduction of Figure 7
from Sedova, Dedkova, and Blatter, 2006.
4.2 Coupled model (compartmental + mitochondrial)
After validation of MM for describing cardiomyocytes mitochondria, this model was in-
serted in GM aiming to get a more comprehensive model that permits investigate the
working hypothesis, that is, to proof that the exact location of mitochondria plays a
crucial role in determining of Ca2+ dynamics and mitochondrial metabolism for cardiac
cells. Three scenarios (S1, S2 and S3) of how Ca2+ signalling is affected depending on
mitochondrial position were proposed (see Figure 4.4). The simplest scenario is when
mitochondria only interacts with cytosol, and it was used to validate the coupled model.
The comparison between compartmental model and coupled model (S1) is shown in
Figure 4.3.
It was a very interesting finding that when inserting MM in GM, Ca2+ dynamics in
each compartment (cytosol, junctional and subsarcolemmal) is almost exactly the same
as in Grandi, Pasqualini, and Bers, 2010; indeed, the maximum value in all cases differ-
entiates in less than 0.4%. In addition, the maximum of value of the membrane potential
differentiates in less than 0.01%.
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FIGURE 4.3: Validation of the Coupled Model. Simulation of Ca2+ dy-
namics and cardiac action potential using GM (left panels) and using CM
(right panels).
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4.3 Effect of mitochondrial position on Ca2+ dynamics
The three scenarios proposed to analyse the effect of mitochondrial position on Ca2+ dy-
namics correspond to the compartmental arrangements shown in Figure 4.4 (left pan-
els). First of all, it is important to notice that since junctional space is very narrow,
mitochondria have no possibility of uptake Ca2+ from this compartment. Thus, the re-
gion of highest Ca2+ concentration interacting with mitochondria is the subsarcolemmal
space, while cytosolic Ca2+ also can enters into mitochondria via MCU.
Based on the above, the scenarios to study the effect of mitochondrial position are:
S1: Mitochondria only interacts with cytosol.
S2: Mitochondria interacts with both cytosol and subsarcolemmal space.
S3: Mitochondria only interacts with subsarcolemmal space.
To model S1, just the addition of the MM fluxes (JMCU and JNCX) into the differen-
tial equation of cytosolic Ca2+ was necessary, while all the other equations remained
unchanged. In the case of S3, the same fluxes were added to the subsarcolemmal Ca2+
differential equation. However, it is important to keep in mind that sodium and calcium
are variables in each compartment of the CM, thus the expression for each flux depends
on the corresponding concentrations. For example, JNCX in S3 depends on Cas, Cam,
and Nas.
To model S2, expressions for JMCU and JNCX were introduced taking into account a
specific fraction of interaction with cytosol and subsarcolemmal space. For Equations
in Table 4.5, "r" and "1 − r" are the fractions of mitochondrial fluxes interacting with
cytosol and subsarcolemmal space, respectively. In Equations 4.5 and 4.6, the variables
in the square brackets are those on which depend JMCU and JNCX. While in Equations 4.7
and 4.8, the fluxes with "GM" subscript represents all the original fluxes in the cytosolic
and subsarcolemmal Ca2+ differential equations in the model of Grandi, Pasqualini, and
Bers, 2010 (see Equations 2.17 and 2.15).
TABLE 4.5: Fluxes and dynamics equations for modelling S2.
Flux/Var. Equation Number
JMCU JMCU = r · JMCU [Cac] + (1− r)JMCU [Cas] (4.5)
JNCX JNCX = r · JMCU [Cac, Cam, Nac] + (1− r)JMCU [Cas, Cam, Nas] (4.6)
Cyt. Ca2+ dCacdt = JCac,GM + r(−JMCU + JNCX − Jx) (4.7)
Sub. Ca2+ dCasdt = JCas,GM + (1− r)(JMCU − JNCX + Jx) (4.8)
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(S1) (S1 scheme)
(S2) (S2 scheme)
(S3) (S3 scheme)
FIGURE 4.4: Compartmental configurations to study the effect of mito-
chondrial position in cardiomyocytes. Direction of Ca2+ fluxes among com-
partments in each scenario (left panels). Schematic representation of each
scenario (right panels). Illustration of Ca2+ effect on ATP synthesis (S1
scheme).
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In fact, S2 represents the general problem to analyse the effect of mitochondrial lo-
cation on Ca2+ dynamics. S1 and S3 can be modelled with the equations of S2 when
"r = 1" and "r = 0", respectively. It is important to mention that in the following analy-
sis the fraction used for S2 is "r = 0.5".
Ca2+ dynamics simulation of each scenario (S1, S2 and S3) is shown in Figure 4.5. As
can be seen, the location of mitochondria greatly modifies the reached values of Ca2+
concentration in each compartment while no modifying the oscillation shape. Highest
differences are in cytosolic compartment. S2 and S3 produce a peak at about 85% and
97% of S1, respectively (Figure 4.5A). For junctional and subsarcolemmal calcium, the
maximum values reached in S2 are about 1.2% and 0.7% above those reached in S1.
While S3 values reached in the same compartments are about 4.5% and 4% below S1
values (Figures 4.5B and 4.5C). Interestingly, it was also observed that in spite of the
changes in Ca2+ dynamics, there was almost no effect on the cardiac action potential
(their maximum values differ in less than 0.1%).
The distribution of Ca2+ in each compartment for S1, S2 and S3 is mainly due to the
different gradients stablished as a consequence of mitochondria presence and its differ-
ent interaction with the cytosolic and subsarcolemmal compartments. It was verified by
watching at the transition phase of each scenario, that is, the Ca2+ dynamics immedi-
ately after starting the simulation at same initial values (first seconds in Figure 4.6).
Of particular interest is the evolution of mitochondrial Ca2+. The simulations pre-
sented in Figure 4.6 let realize that, in contrast with the other compartments, mitochon-
drial Ca2+ dynamics is greatly determined by the spatial location of mitochondria, not
only in quantitative terms, but also in the shape of the oscillations (see the inset in Fig-
ure 4.6). The steady oscillatory regime reached in S1 for Cam is at around a hundred
nanomolar, while in S2 and S3 it is in the order of hundreds and thousands of nanomo-
lar, respectively. This fact is in agreement with the initial idea that mitochondrial posi-
tion can explain, at least in part, the wide range of mitochondrial Ca2+ concentrations
measured experimentally (Dedkova and Blatter, 2013; Palmer et al., 2006). Finally, based
on the demonstrated interplay between mitochondrial Ca2+ and the energetic variables
(Wacquier et al., 2016), the found differences in mitochondrial calcium dynamics are a
preamble of the dependence of energetic metabolism on the mitochondrial position in
cardiomyocytes.
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(A)
(B)
(C)
FIGURE 4.5: Effect of mitochondrial position on cardiomyocytes Ca2+ dy-
namics. Comparison of cytosolic (A), junctional (B) and subsarcolemmal
(C) Ca2+ dynamics in each scenario (S1, S2 and S3).
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
[1] Biological systems as cardiomyocytes are characterized by their complexity leading
to highly stiff mathematical models. Then special numerical methods as backward
differentiation formula are necessary to solve them.
[2] A very useful approach to simulate steep concentration gradients of microdomains
is the called Common-Pool method, which is actually a compartmental modelling
approach. In the biological system studied in this work, it allowed to get a realistic
description of the dyadic cleft and the subsarcolemmal space, which are charac-
terized by containing large amounts of Ca2+ in a very small space.
[3] The problem of simulating the spatial Ca2+ dynamics of cardiomyocytes can be ad-
dressed by compartmental modelling. Thereby, a compartmental model able to
reproduce Ca2+ dynamics should consider Ca2+ homeostasis in the junctional and
subsarcolemmal spaces, cytosol and mitochondria.
[4] In agreement with the working hypothesis, depending on the fraction of mito-
chondria interacting with the cytosolic region of high Ca2+ concentration, there is
an important modification on the whole Ca2+ dynamics, although there is almost
no effect on the cardiac action potential. This fact supports the key role of mito-
chondria in determining the Ca2+ dynamics in cardiomyocytes, and in the same
vein, the findings presented point out the crucial role of spatial aspects to explain
controversial results.
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Conclusiones
[1] Los sitemas biológicos tales como los cardiomiocitos Biological systems as car-
diomyocytes are characterized by their complexity leading to highly stiff mathemat-
ical models. Then special numerical methods as backward differentiation formula
are necessary to solve them.
[2] A very useful approach to simulate steep concentration gradients of microdomains
is the called Common-Pool method, which is actually a compartmental modelling
approach. In the biological system studied in this work, it allowed to get a realistic
description of the dyadic cleft and the subsarcolemmal space, which are charac-
terized by containing large amounts of Ca2+ in a very small space.
[3] The problem of simulating the spatial Ca2+ dynamics of cardiomyocytes can be ad-
dressed by compartmental modelling. Thereby, a compartmental model able to
reproduce Ca2+ dynamics should consider Ca2+ homeostasis in the junctional and
subsarcolemmal spaces, cytosol and mitochondria.
[4] In agreement with the working hypothesis, depending on the fraction of mito-
chondria interacting with the cytosolic region of high Ca2+ concentration, there is
an important modification on the whole Ca2+ dynamics, although there is almost
no effect on the cardiac action potential. This fact supports the key role of mito-
chondria in determining the Ca2+ dynamics in cardiomyocytes, and in the same
vein, the findings presented point out the crucial role of spatial aspects to explain
controversial results.
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Appendix A
Parameters of Wacquier’s
mitochondrial model
TABLE A.1: Meaning and value of WM parameters.
Parameter Definition Value Reference
a1
Scaling factor between NADH consumption and
change in membrane voltage 20 Wacquier et al., 2016
a2
Scaling factor between ATP production by ATPase
and change in membrane voltage 3.43 Bertram et al., 2006
α
Volumic ratio between the endoplasmic reticulum
and the cytosol 0.1
Dupont and Croisier,
2010
αc
Factor taking cytosolic ADP and ATP buffering into
account 0.111 Fall and Keizer, 2001
αm
Factor taking mitochondrial ADP and ATP buffering
into account 0.1391 Fall and Keizer, 2001
ANcT Total concentration in cytosolic adenine nucleotides 2500µM
Beis and Newsholme,
1975
ANmT
Total concentration in mitochondrial adenine
nucleotides 15000µM Bertram et al., 2006
b Ca2+ leak from the endoplasmic reticulum 0.01 Wacquier et al., 2016
Cp
Mitochondrial inner membrane capacitance divided
by F 1.8
µM
mV
Bertram et al., 2006
δ
Volumic ratio between the mitochondria and the
cytosol 0.0733 Bertram et al., 2006
F Faraday constant 96480 C
mol
NA
fc Fraction of free over buffer-bound Ca2+ in the cytosol 0.01 Fall and Keizer, 2001
fr
Fraction of free over buffer-bound Ca2+ in the
endoplasmic reticulum 0.01 Fall and Keizer, 2001
fm
Fraction of free over buffer-bound Ca2+ in
mitochondria 0.0003 Fall and Keizer, 2001
k1 Rate constant of the Ca2+ flux through IP3R 30/s Wacquier et al., 2016
Continue
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Table A.1: Meaning and value of WM parameters.
Parameter Definition Value Reference
K1
Dissociation constant for Ca2+ translocation by the
MCU 6µM Wacquier et al., 2016
K2 Dissociation constant for MCU activation by Ca2+ 0.38µM
Magnus and Keizer,
1997
Ka
Dissociation constant of Ca2+ from the activating site
of the IP3R
0.3µM
Swillens, Combettes,
and Champeil, 1994
KAGC Dissociation constant of Ca2+ from AGC 0.14µM Contreras et al., 2007
Ke Dissociation constant of ATP from SERCA pumps 0.05µM Lytton et al., 1992
kGLY Velocity of glycolysis (empirical) 450
µM
s
Bertram et al., 2006
Kh Michaelis-Menten constant for ATP hydrolysis 1000µM Wacquier et al., 2016
kHYD Maximal rate of ATP hydrolysis 100
µM
s
Wacquier et al., 2016
Ki Dissociation constant of IP3 binding from its receptor 1µM
Tran Van Nhieu et al.,
2013
k−
Rate constant of Ca2+ dissociation from the
inactivating site of the IP3R
0.02/s
Swillens, Combettes,
and Champeil, 1994
ko Rate constant of NADH oxidation by ETC 600µMs Bertram et al., 2006
Kp Dissociation constant of Ca2+ from SERCA receptor 0.35µM
Tran Van Nhieu et al.,
2013
k+
Rate constant of Ca2+ binding to the inhibiting site of
the IP3R
20 1
µM4·s Wacquier et al., 2016
kx
Rate constant of bidirectional Ca2+ leak from
mitochondria 0.008/s Wacquier et al., 2016
L
Allosteric equilibrium constant for uniporter
conformations 50
Magnus and Keizer,
1998
na
Hill coefficient of Ca2+ binding to the activating site
of the IP3R
3.5
Swillens, Combettes,
and Champeil, 1994
NADT
Total concentration of mitochondrial pyridine
nucleotides 250µM Wacquier et al., 2016
ni
Hill coefficient of Ca2+ binding to the inhibiting site
of the IP3R
4
Swillens, Combettes,
and Champeil, 1994
p1 Voltage dependence coefficient of MCU activity 0.1/mV Wacquier et al., 2016
p2 Voltage dependence coefficient of NCX activity 0.016/mV Wacquier et al., 2016
p3 Voltage dependence coefficient of calcium leak 0.05/mV Wacquier et al., 2016
p4 Voltage dependence coefficient of AGC activity 0.01/mV Wacquier et al., 2016
q1
Michaelis-Menten-like constant for NAD+
consumption by the Krebs cycle 1 Bertram et al., 2006
Continue
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Table A.1: Meaning and value of WM parameters.
Parameter Definition Value Reference
q2 S0.5 value for activation the Krebs cycle by Ca2+ 0.1µM Wacquier et al., 2016
qx
S0.5 value for value for indirect inhibition of the AGC
by cytosolic Ca2+ 0.1µM Wacquier et al., 2016
q3
Michaelis-Menten constant for NADH consumption
by the ETC 100µM Bertram et al., 2006
q4 Voltage dependence coefficient 1 of ETC activity 177mV Bertram et al., 2006
q5 Voltage dependence coefficient 2 of ETC activity 5mV Bertram et al., 2006
q6 Inhibition constant of ATPase activity by ATP 10000µM Bertram et al., 2006
q7 Voltage dependence coefficient of ATPase activity 190mV Bertram et al., 2006
q8 Voltage dependence coefficient of ATPase activity 8.5mV Bertram et al., 2006
q9 Voltage dependence of the proton leak 2 µMs·mV Bertram et al., 2006
q10 Rate constant of the voltage-independent proton leak −30µMs Bertram et al., 2006
R Perfect gas constant 8315 mJ
mol·K NA
T Temperature 310.16K NA
VANT Rate constant of the adenine nucleotide translocator 5000
µM
s
Bertram et al., 2006
VAGC
Rate constant of NADH production via
malate-aspartate shuttle 25
µM
s
Wacquier et al., 2016
VF1Fo Rate constant of the F1Fo ATPase 35000
µM
s
Bertram et al., 2006
VMCU Rate constant of the MCU 0.0006
µM
s
Wacquier et al., 2016
VNCX Rate constant of the NCX 0.35
µM
s
Wacquier et al., 2016
Vp Rate constant of the SERCA pumps 120µMs
Tran Van Nhieu et al.,
2013
CT Total concentration of Ca2+ in the cell 2200µM Wacquier et al., 2016
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Appendix B
Stiffness of differential equation
systems
An ordinary differential equations problem is stiff if its numerical solution is smooth
and is varying slowly in the time interval of computation, but there are nearby solu-
tion curves varying much more rapidly (LeVeque, 2008). In other words, stiffness arises
when some components of the solution decay more rapidly than others, and so a very
small step size is necessary to get stability when integrating the system (Alberdi, 2014).
Stiffness is very common in cellular systems due to the very different timescales at
which processes occur (Gillespie and Petzold, 2006; Rihan, 2013). It is worth mention
that when solving a stiff problem, it is possible to use explicit methods, as Euler explicit
method, however, it is very costly in computational terms because of the necessity to
restrict the step size based on the fastest component, which is in fact due to the step
size-dependent stability of that kind of methods (Gillespie and Petzold, 2006).
Implicit methods are stable, so they are used to overcome the limitations of explicit
methods and result much more efficient for solving stiff systems. In this work, all sys-
tems of differential equations are stiff since timescales of some components are quite
different (see Figure 2.4), so an implicit method named Backward Differentiation For-
mulae was used for its intergration (Alberdi, 2014; Gillespie and Petzold, 2006).
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Appendix C
An equation for MCU flux in cardiac
mitochondria
FIGURE C.1: Flux through MCU depending on cytosolic Ca2+. Red:
Equation of WM (K1 = 21µM , K2 = 1.33µM , VMCU = 1.5 · 10−5 µMs ).
Blue: Equation proposed by Williams et al., 2013. This latter fits to sev-
eral experimental data. In both cases the membrane potential is fixed at
160mV.
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